**MAKING MOST OF YOUR LEARNING OPPORTUNITY**

As a global organisation, United Nations Volunteers value the growth and opportunities language learning can bring to our volunteers and are looking forward to your success in the program.

In an effort to make the most of the Rosetta Stone® licenses, we ask that all learners commit to spending at least 4 hours in their language program each month. *Failure to meet this will result in immediate deactivation and your licence given to another volunteer without warning.*

We are here to support you throughout your training and to help you get off to a great start. You will find some tips and suggestions below that will help you succeed in your language learning goals:

- Break down your usage into smaller manageable sessions, for example 15-25 minutes each day will help you achieve this target!

- Pick a time of day when you are focused and alert, if you’re a morning person why not get to work 15 minutes earlier to do your Rosetta Stone?

- Add Rosetta Stone to your calendar with reminders, you will see the best results when you use the program regularly so make it part of your routine!

- Why not try the Offline Mode feature available in both iOS and Android mobile phones. Learners can download lessons to complete later when access to cellular and/or WiFi is limited. Progress and usage time will synchronize with the account once reconnected to WiFi and/or cellular.


Happy learning!